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1. INTRODUCTION
 .The definitions of the module with arrow module fleche , the infinitesi-Â Â
w xmal module, and the Lie pseudoalgebra, as used here, are considered in 7 .
w xMoreover, we define the preinfinitesimal module, called in 1 ``un pre-Â
Âespace d'Elie Cartan regulier.''Â
w xIn 7 the Lie functor is constructed from the category of differentiable
w xgroupoids in the category of Lie algebroids, but it is in 2 that the first
general and abstract treatment of the algebraic properties of Lie alge-
broids is made, giving a clear construction of the morphisms of Lie
algebroids. We shall use it fully in this paper to define completely the
 .  .categories M W A modules and arrows , P I M preinfinitesimal modules ,
 .  .I M infinitesimal modules , and L P A Lie pseudoalgebras ; we call these
categories the categories of modules with differentials. We notice that in
w x w x7 and 1 the objects of these categories and the subcategories of modules
w xover a fixed algebra are considered. In 3 the category of L P A of Lie
pseudoalgebras is defined and some aspects related to the functional
covariance or contravariance correspondence with categories constructed
with additional structures on vector bundles are studied.
In Section 2 we give a brief description of the category M , of modulesA
 w x.over commutative k-algebras considered also in 3 , and we define a strict
category of modules using a suitable functor.
In Sections 3 and 4 we define the categories of modules with differen-
tials. In Section 5 we study certain wide and strict categories of modules
with differentials which are defined in this paper. It is proved that, under
suitable conditions on the functor which define them, they admit direct
products.
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Finally, in Section 6, we study the pullback, which extends the inductor
w x w xdefined in 8 , using the ideas from 2 . We define the pullback in
categories of modules with differentials and in categories of vector bundles
 .with differentials where it is in fact a fibred product , extending the
w xdefinition of the inductor given in 2 in the case of Lie algebroids.
w xUsing two papers of the author 5, 6 , we consider thoroughly with some
examples the study of differential modules, considering categories which
we call categories of vector bundles with differentials. They are extensions
w xof the Lie algebroid 7, 4, 2 and are very close to it.
This paper is the first part of a study about categories with differentials.
The second part will contain the study of actions, fibrations and ideals,
w xusing the same approach as in 2 for Lie algebroids and groupoids.
We intend this paper to be useful to those who follow the study of
differential geometry using algebraic tools and also to those who use
geometric examples in algebra.
2. CATEGORIES OF MODULES
The largest category whose objects and morphisms we shall use in this
paper is a contravariant category of modules M . The modules areA
considered over commutative, associative and unitary algebras. The alge-
bras are taken in their turn over a commutative and unitary ring k, fixed
w xfrom now on. The category M is considered for example in 3 , where it isA¤
denoted as Mod .
The commutative, associative, and unitary algebras over k and their
morphisms are the objects and the morphisms of a category A denotedk
simply by A.
 .The objects of the category M are coupled A, L , where A is anA
 X X.object of A and L is an A-module. The morphisms of two objects A , L
 .  . Xand A, L are couples w, c , where w : A ª A is a morphism of A and
X X X c : L ª A m L is a morphism of A -modules. The tensor product is anA
X .A-module, considering A as an A-module through w. We denote such a
 X X.  .morphism in M by A , L ª A, L . The composition law of twoA w , c .
 .  .  .  .morphisms in M : A , L ª A , L , A , L ª A , L is0 0 w , c . 1 1 1 1 w , c . 2 21 1 2 2
 .  .A , L ª A, L , where, if0 0 w ( w , c ) c .1 2 1 2
X g L , c X s a m X X g A m L , . 0 1 i A i 0 A 11 1
i
c X X s bi m X Y g A m L . 2 i a A a 1 A 22 2
a
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then
c )c X s a w bi m X Y g A m L . 1 .  .  . .2 1 i 1 a A a 0 A 22 2
i , a
Notice that if A is an object of A then the category of A -modules is a0 0
subcategory M of M . It has as objects all the objects and the morphismsA A0
 .  .of M which have the form A , L and id , c , respectively. Taking intoA 0 A0
account the canonical isomorphism
A m L l L, a m X l a X 2 . 0 A i A i i i0 0
i i
for every A -module L, there is an isomorphism of categories M and the0 A0
category of A -modules. From now on we shall not make any distinction0
between them.
Notice also that M is not a full subcategory of M .A A0
Consider now AX a subcategory of A. In the same manner as above,
denote by M X the subcategory of M whose objects and morphisms areA A
defined by couples in which the algebra is an object of AX and the
morphism is a morphism of AX.
Consider now C an arbitrary category and F: C ª M a functor; we0 0 A
 X  X..denote as C M a category which has as objects couples M , F M with0 A
X X  X  X.. XM an object in C , and as morphisms couples w , F w for w morphism
of C ; we say that C M is a strict category of modules induced by F. We0 0 A
notice also that F induces a forgetful functor F : CX ª A that generates a0
 .category of algebras see Section 5 .
An important example of a strict category of modules is given below. It
is used frequently in the examples of this paper.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Take as C the category V B of C`-vector bundles0
 .which have finite dimensional fibers. We denote by j s E, p, B such a
vector bundle which has the total space E, the base space B and the
 `.projection p, all smooth i.e., of class C . The morphisms of two vector
X  X X X.  . Xbundles j s E , p , B and j are couples f , f , where f : B ª B is a0 0
smooth map and f : EX ª E is an f -morphism of vector bundles. There is0
induced
f U : F B ª F BX , f U u s u( f , .  .  .0 0 0
a morphism of commutative, associative and unitary algebras and
U X U  X.f : E ª f E which is uniquely determined by a F B -module morphism,0
denoted also by f U :
f U : G j X ª G f Uj . .  .0
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 .Notice that for a smooth manifold B we denote as F B the real
algebra of smooth real functions on B and for the vector bundle j s
 .  .  .E, p, B we denote as G j the F B -module of sections on j . From the
 X.isomorphism of F B -modules
X X XUF B m G j ª G f j , u m X ª u X , .  .  .F B . 0
X XU U .  .where X g G f E is x ª x , X , it follows that f can be also0 f  x .0
 X.  .  w x .considered taking values in F B m G j see 2 for more details .F B .
For k s R a contravariant functor F : V B ª M defined by the formula0 A
F j s F B , G j , F f , f s f U , f U .  .  .  .  . .0 0 0 0
is obtained. This defines a strict category of modules V B M , used in theA
next examples of this paper.
3. CATEGORIES OF MODULES WITH ARROWS
In this section and in the following one we define some categories which
we call categories of modules with differentials; they contain as subcategories
 w x.those obtained fixing an algebra see 7 . The construction is inspired by
w x w x w x w x w x2 ; the examples are from 5 , 6 , and 2 . Most of the notation from 7
w xand 2 is used, pointing out the extensions given here.
Let A be a commutative, associate, and unitary k-algebra. For the
p .A-modules L and M we denote as Hom L, M the A-module of alter-A
 .nated A-linear p-forms from L to M and as Der A the A-module of
 .derivations of A which is a Lie k-algebra .
 .  w x .An A-module with arrow m.w.a. cf. 7 module fleche is an A-moduleÂ Â
M  .M together with an A-module morphism r s r : M ª Der A called an
 .anchor. As an example, Der A and its identity morphism is an m.w.a. If
r M s 0 we say that the m.w.a. is tri¨ ial. If M is an A-m.w.a. we make the
notation
w x MX , a s r X a , X g M , a g A. .  .M
w xDEFINITION 3.1 7 . A morphism of A-m.w.a.'s L and M is an element
1  .v g Hom L, M such thatA
w xv X , a s X , a , ; X g L, a g A. 3 .  .  .LM
 .   ..MFor example, using the definition, A, M ª A, Der A is a i d , r .A
morphism of m.w.a.'s. An extension of this definition is
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 X X.  .DEFINITION 3.2. Let A , L and A, L be m.w.a.'s. We say that a
 X X.  .module morphism A , L ª A, L is a morphism of m.w.a. providedw , c .
that for every X X g LX such that
c X X s uX m X g AX m L, 4 .  . i A i A
i
we have, for every t g A,
X X
X w xX , w t s u f X , t . 5 .  . . i iL L
i
The next lemma shows that this definition does not depend on the
 .  X.  w x .c-decomposition 4 of c X . Compare with 2, Lemma 1.4 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be an A-m.w.a., w : A ª AX a k-algebra morphism.
1  X X.XThen for e¨ery t g A there exists F g Hom A m L, A such thatt A A
X X w xF a m X s a w X , t . t i A i i i L /
i i
for e¨ery  aX m X g AX m L.i i A i A
Proof. It suffices to see that
X X X X w xf : A = L ª A , f a , X s aw X , t .  .L1 1
has the property that for any a g A
X X w x X w x X w xf a , aX s aw aX , t s af a X , t s aw a w X , t .  . .  .  .L L L1
s f aXw a , X ; . .1
thus it extends to F required in the lemma.t
 .Notice that using the isomorphism 2 it follows that Definition 3.2
extends Definition 3.1.
w x  X X.  .As in 7 , we can associate with a pair of m.w.a.'s A , L and A, L , and
a k-algebra morphism w : A ª AX, a morphism of AX-modules
P : a LX , AX m L ª a LX , Der A , AX .  . .1 A 1 w
X X X
X w xPc X t s X , w t y u w X , t .  .  .  . i iL
i
X X  .  X.for every t g A and X g L such that 4 holds. Der A, A is definedw
 .below in Definition 5.1 The condition that w, c be a morphism of m.w.a.
is Pc s 0.
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Notice that composing two morphisms of m.w.a.'s as module morphisms
 .according to 1 we obtain a morphism of m.w.a.'s. Thus we have the
following:
PROPOSITION 3.1. The m.w.a.'s and their morphisms are the object and
the morphisms of a category M W A .A
Notice that, as in the case of categories of modules, we can define:
v Subcategories of M W A of the form M W A , for a fixed algebraA A0w xA ; these are the categories considered in 7 .0
v
X
XSubcategories of M W A of the form M W A , for a subcategory AA A
of A.
v Strict categories of m.w.a.'s defined by a functor F: C ª M W A .0 A
An example of such a category is given below.
w xEXAMPLE 3.1. We begin with some definitions from 5 . Let u s
 .  .R, q, M be a vector bundle and t M s TM, p, M be the tangent bundle
 w x.of the base M. An anchor or a tangent map in 5 is an id-morphism of
 .vector bundles D: u ª t M. Such a couple u , D is called a ¨ector bundle
 w x.  X X.with arrow v.b.w.a., or a relative tangent space in 5 of M. If u , D is
X  X X X.  X X.another v.b.w.a., u s R , q , M , then a morphism of v.b.w.a.'s u , D
 . Xª u , D is a morphism of vector bundles u and u , provided that f , g .
X  XD( g s t f ( D where t f : t M ª t M is the f-morphism of vector bun-
.dles induced by the differentials of f in every point of M . There follows a
category denoted as V BW A. Using the same definition as that of functor
F in Example 2.1, there follows a functor F : V BW A ª M W A , where1 A
k s R, and consequently a strict category of m.w.a.'s, denoted as
V BW A M W A . In the same manner we define some functors in the nextA
section.
4. CATEGORIES OF PREINFINITESIMAL MODULES
ÂA preinfinitesimal module in this paper is called ``un pre-espace d'ElieÂ
w x w x Cartan regulier'' in 1 . It extends the infinitesimal module of 7 seeÂ
.Definition 4.4 below .
 .  .DEFINITION 4.1. A preinfinitesimal module p.i.m. is an m.w.a. A, M
together with a bracket
w x?, ? : M = M ª MM
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provided that it is k-bilinear, antisymmetric, and
w x w x w xX , uY s X , u Y q u X , Y , ; X , Y g M , u g A. .M M M
DEFINITION 4.2. A morphism of A-p.m. is a morphism of A-m.w.a.
 .v : M ª L cf. Definition 3.1 provided that
w xv X , v Y s v X , Y , ; X , Y g M . .  .  . .ML
w x w xUsing an idea from 2 and 3, Definition 4.3 we extend this definition:
 X X.  .DEFINITION 4.3. Let A , L and A, L be p.i.m.'s. We say that a
 X X.  .morphism of m.w.a.'s A , L ª A, L is a morphism of p.i.m.'sw , c .
provided that
X X X X X X
Xw xc X , Y s u ¨ m X , Y q X , ¨ m Y . X L i j A i j j A jL
i , j j
w X X x Xy Y , u m X 6 . i A iL
i
for every X X, Y X g LX with c-decompositions
c X X s uX m X g AX m L, c Y X s ¨ X m Y g AX m L. .  . i A i A j A j A
i j
7 .
 .The fact that the right side of 6 is well defined follows from the next
 w x .two lemmas. Compare with 2, Lemma 1.4 .
 X X.  .LEMMA 4.1. Consider A , L ª A, L a morphism of m.w.a.'s,w , c .
 .where A, L is a p.i.m., and
X X g LX , c X X s uX m X g AX m L. .  i A i A
i
Then there is a morphism of AX-modules
F : AX m L ª AX m LA A
such that for e¨ery aX g AX and Y g L we ha¨e
X X X w x w X X x XF a m Y s a u m X , Y q X , a m Y . .  . LA i A i AL
i
The proof of this lemma can be made as in Lemma 3.1 using the
properties of brackets and tensor products.
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 X X.  .LEMMA 4.2. Consider a morphism of m.w.a. A , L ª A, L , wherew , c .
 .A, L is a p.i.m., and the map
x : LX = LX ª AX m L 8 .A
X X X X X Xx X , Y s u ¨ m X , Y q X , ¨ m Y .  . X i j A i j j A jL
i , j jL
w X X x Xy Y , u m X i A iL
i
X X X  .for arbitrary X , Y g L with c-decompositions gi¨ en by 7 . Then x is well
defined, antisymmetric, and k-bilinear.
Using the two lemmas above and a direct computation the following can
be proved
 X X .  .PROPOSITION 4.1. Consider A , L and A, L some p.i.m.'s and
 X X.  .A , L ª A, L a morphism of m.w.a.'s. Then the mapw , c .
K : LX = LX ª AX m LA
X X w X X x X X X X X XK X , Y s c X , Y y x X , Y , ; X , Y g L .  .  . .L
2  X X .  .Xbelongs to Hom L , A m L , where x is gi¨ en by 8 .A A
w x w xAs in 7 or 1 we say that K is the curvature operator; it associates with
2  X X .Xa morphism of m.w.a.'s of two p.i.m.'s an element of Hom L , A m L .A A
This vanishes iff the morphism of m.w.a.'s is a morphism of p.i.m.'s. In the
X  .Xcase where A s A and w s id , we can use the isomorphism 2 to obtainA
w xthe curvature operator used in 7 :
X X X X X X
Xw xK X , Y s c X , c Y y c X , Y . .  .  .  .LL
 .For a p.i.m. A, L consider the morphism of m.w.a.'s
A , L ª L A , Der A .  . . i d , p .A
and denote by D the curvature associated with p L. Explicitly
L L w xD X , Y s p X , p Y y p( L X , Y . .  .  .  .L .Der A
w xAccording to 7 we give the following
 .  .DEFINITION 4.4. A p.i.m. A, L is an infinitesimal module i.m. if
D s 0.
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w xThis is in 1 ``un pre-espace d'Elie Cartan regulier, sans courbure.'' IfÂ Â
 .A, L is a p.i.m. then we call the map
J : L = L = L ª L,
w x w x w xJ X , Y , Z s X , Y , Z q Y , Z, X q Z, X , Y . L L LL L L
 .the Jacobi map. It is k-linear in every argument and if A, L is an i.m.,
3  . w xthen J g Hom L, L . According to 7 we give the followingA
 .  .DEFINITION 4.5. An i.m. A, L is a Lie pseudoalgebra L.p.a. if
J s 0.
Now we can state:
THEOREM 4.1. The p.i.m.'s and their morphisms are the objects and the
morphisms of a category P I M . It contains as a full subcategory the categoryA
I M of infinitesimal modules which contains in its turn as a full category theA
category L P A of Lie pseudoalgebras.A
DEFINITION 4.6. We call one of the categories M W A , P I M , I M ,A A A
or L P A a category of modules with differentials.A
Notice that as in the case of the categories of m.w.a.'s we can define
v  .Subcategories of P I M I M , L P A , respectively of the formA A A
 .X X X X X XP I M or P I M I M or I M , L P A or L P A , respectively , whereA A A A A A
AX is a fixed algebra of A and A X is a subcategory of A; the categories
X w xcorresponding to a fixed A are the categories considered in 7 .
v  .Strict categories of p.i.m.'s i.m.'s, L.p.a.'s, respectively defined by
 .functors F: C ª P I M I M , L P A , respectively can be defined using0 A A A
the same definitions as for strict categories of modules or m.w.a.'s. We call
each of the categories a strict category of modules with differentials on C .0
Examples of such categories are given below, as in Example 3.1:
w x  .EXAMPLE 4.1. We begin with some definitions from 6 . If u , D is a
  . . v.b.w.a. of M u s R, t, M , D: R ª t M then a bracket an almost Lie
w x.  .  .  .map in 6 is a map L: G u = G u ª G u provided that it is R-bilin-
 .  . .  .eare, antisymmetric, and L X, fY s DX f Y q fL X, Y . According to
w x  .  .6 we say that u , D, L is an almost Lie structure a.L.s. on M. The
w xdefinition of a morphism of a.L.s.'s is given in 6 using local coordinates
wand is not entirely clear; thus we prefer here to extend equivalently 2,
xDefinition 1.3 from Lie algebroids to a.L.s.'s:
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 X X X.  . XIf u , D , L and u , D, L are two a.L.s.'s on manifolds M and M,
 .then a morphism of them is a morphism f , g of v.b.w.a.'s provided that
p( LX X X , Y X s uX ¨ X L X , Y ( f q DX X X ¨ X Y ( f .  .  . .  . . i j i j j j
i , j j
y DX Y X uX X ( f .  .  . i i
i
X X  X.  w x.for every X , Y g G u with g-decompositions as in 2 :
g ( X X s uX X ( f , g (Y X s ¨ X X ( f g G gUu . .  . . i i j j
i j
w xUsing the same arguments as in 2, Lemma 1.4 it can be shown that this
definition does not depend on the g-decompositions. The analogy with Lie
w xalgebroids from 2 goes on to the fact that the a.L.s.'s and their morphisms
w xare the objects and the morphisms of a category, denoted A L as in 5 .
 .  .For an a.L.s. u , D, L we can consider the F M -bilinear map
D : G u = G u ª X M .  .  .
D X , Y s D X , D Y y D L X , Y .  .  .  . .
and the Jacobi map
J : G u = G u = G u ª G u .  .  .  .
J X , Y , Z s L X , L Y , Z q L Y , L Z, X q L Z, L X , Y . .  .  .  . .  .  .
 .If D s 0 we say that the a.L.s. is a prealgebroid p.a. . If D s 0 and
 . w x w x w x w x . w xJ s 0 the a.L.s. is a Lie algebroid L.a. 7 , 4 , 2 , 3 , etc. ; in 6 it is
called a holonomic structure. It is easy to see that there is an prealgebroid
full subcategory P A of A L . The category L A, of Lie algebroids, con-
w xstructed in 2 , is in its turn a full subcategory of P A.
Now we define the functors: F : A L ª P I M , F : P A ª I M ,2 A 3 A
F : L A ª L P A , where k s R, as the functors F and F were defined3 A 0 1
in Examples 2.1 and 3.1. They define strict categories of modules with
differentials on the categories A L , P A, and L A respectively: A L P I M ,A
P AI M , and L A L P A .A A
5. DIRECT PRODUCTS
Let F: C ª A be a contravariant functor, where A is as defined in0
Section 2. We call a contra¨ariant category of algebras a category denoted as
C A, whose objects and morphisms are, as in the case of category of0
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  ..   ..modules, couples M, F M and f , F f , respectively, where M is an
object and f is a morphism from C . It is clear that a strict category of0
modules or of modules with differentials defines a category of algebras
considering a forgetful functor, which takes values only in A.
DEFINITION 5.1. Consider, in a category of algebras C A, two objects0
 .  .M , A , A s F M , a s 1, 2, such that there is their direct producta a a a
 .  .M, A , A s F M , in the same category. Denote as w : A ª A thea a
morphisms of algebras that correspond to the direct product. We say that
the two objects have the partial differential property if there exists a
morphism of A-modules
w : A m Der A [ A m Der A ª Der A .  .  . .  .A 1 A 21 2
the direct sum is one of A-modules and the tensor products are related to
.w , such that the following properties are satisfied:a
 . w  . .  .x  .  .PD1 w 1 m X [ 0 , w a s 0, ; X g Der A , a gA 2 2 Der A. 1 21
A ;2
 . w   ..  .x  .  .PD2 w 0 [ 1 m Y , w a s 0, ; Y g Der A , a g A ;A 1 1 Der A. 2 1 12
 . w  . .  .x w x .  .PD3 w 1 m X [ 0 , w a s w X, a , ; X gA 1 1 Der A. 1 1 Der A .1 1
 .Der A , a g A ;1 1 1
 . w   ..  .x w x .  .PD4 w 0 [ 1 m X , w a s w Y, a , ; Y gA 2 2 Der A. 2 2 Der A .1 2
 .Der A , a g A ;2 2 2
 .PD5 From the universal property of a direct product it follows that
 .  .  .for every object M, B , B s F M in C A and morphisms g , c ,0 a a
 .  .  .c s F g , from M , A in M, B , a s 1, 2, there is a morphism ofa a a a
k-algebras c : A ª B such that the diagram
wa6A A6 a
ca
c
6
B
commutes in A. Then, given a c-derivation F: A ª B i.e., a k-linear map
 .  .  .  .  .  .F: A ª B provided that F a ? b s c a ? F b q F a ? c b ; a, b g
.   ..A which has the property F w a s 0 for every a g A , a s 1, 2, ita a a a
follows that F s 0. We denote the A-module of c-derivations as
 ..Der A, B .c
 .Remark 5.1. The condition PD5 means that every c-derivation F is
 .  .uniquely known from its actions on w A and w A . Particularly,1 1 2 2
 .taking B s A and c s w it follows that every derivation from Der A isa
uniquely known from its action on these subalgebras of A. The conditions
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 .  .PD1 ] PD4 show the action of w on the generators of the A-module
  ..   .  .A m Der A [ A m Der A . The condition PD5 gives theA 1 A 21 2
uniqueness of this action.
EXAMPLE 5.1. Take as C the category Mann of smooth manifolds and0
the contravariant functor F: Mann ª A which associate with everyR
 .manifold M the R-algebra of functions F M and to every smooth map of
U  .  . U  .manifolds f : M ª N the R-algebras morphism f : F N ª F M , f w
 .s w ( f see Section 2 . Consider the category of algebras Mann AR
  ..defined by this functor. The direct product of two objects M , F M and1 1
  ..   ..M , F M is M = M , F M = M and the canonical projections are2 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .w s F p . It is well known that the F M -module of derivations on reala a
 .  .functions F M of a smooth manifold M is the F M -module of vector
 .fields X M . We can take w as the canonical isomorphism
w : X M = M ª F M = M m X M [ F M = M .  .  .  . . 1 2 1 2 F M . 2 1 21
m X M . 9 .  ..F M . 12
It is routine to prove that every two objects of the category of algebras
 .Mann A have the partial differential property. For checking PD5 itR
suffices to use the following obvious lemma:
LEMMA 5.1. Let u: M ª N be a smooth map of smooth manifolds, and
 .  .let F: F N ª F M be an R-linear map which has the property
F f ? g s F f ? g (u q f (u ? F g . .  .  .  .  .
Then, in a coordinate system around e¨ery point of N, the relation
n ­ f
iF f s F x (u 10 .  .  . i­ xis1
is ¨alid, where x i are the coordinate functions.
Returning to the general case, consider a category of algebras C A0
defined by a contravariant functor F: C ª A. We can consider a category0
  . .   . .which has as objects and morphisms triplets M, F M , L and f , F f , c ,
  . .where M is an object and f is a morphism of C such that F M , L is an0
  . . object and F f , c is a morphism of m.w.a. p.i.m., i.m., or L.p.a.,
. respectively . We call such categories wide categories of m.w.a. p.i.m., i.m.,
. 0  0 0or L.p.a., respectively , denoted as C M W A or C P I M , C I M , or0 A 0 A 0 A
0 .C L P A , respectively and called together wide categories of differential0 A
modules.
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let C M W A 0 be a wide category of m.w.a.'s defined0 A
by a contra¨ariant functor F: C ª A. Suppose that there exists the partial0
  ..   ..differential property of the objects M , F M and M , F M . Then in the1 1 2 2
category C M W A 0 there exists the direct product of two objects of the form0 A
  . .   . .M , F M , L and M , F M , L .1 1 1 2 2 2
 .  .  .Proof. Consider L s A m L [ A m L , where M, A , A sA 1 A 21 2
 .  .F M , is the direct product of the objects M , A , a s 1, 2; considera a
 .also the morphisms of k-algebras w : A ª A, w s F f , and w givena a a a
 . L  .by the condition PD5 from Definition 5.1. We define p : L ª Der A
using the formula
r L X s w a m p L1 X [ b m p L2 Y , .  .  . i A i a A a / /1 2 /
ai
 .  .  .where X s  a m X [  b m Y g L. It is easy to see that A, Li i A i a a A a1 2Ä 0 .becomes an m.w.a. and L s M, A, L is an object in C M W A . Using0 A
 .the canonical projections p : L ª A m L then w , p are morphismsa A a a aa
 .of m.w.a. and thus p s f , w , p , a s 1, 2, are morphisms in theÄa a a a
category C M W A 0. These morphisms are those of a direct product.0 A
Ä   . .Indeed, consider another object N s N, F N s B, P in the category
0  .C M W A and, in the same category, the morphisms m s f , w , c ,Ä0 A a a a a
Ä Ä .w s F f , a s 1, 2, from N to M . Then there is a morphism h sÄa a a
Ä Ä Ä .  .f , w, c , w s F f from N to M such that m s p (h. This can beÄ Ä Ä Ä Äa a
 .constructed as follows: let f , w be constructed from the definition of theÄ
Ä Ä .  .  .direct product of M , A and M , A and c be defined as c Z s1 1 2 2
 .  .c Z [ c Z . For Z g P,1 2
Äc Z s a m X [ b m Y g B m L [ B m L . .  .  .  .  . i A i a A a A 1 A 21 2 1 2
ai
11 .
We define F: A ª B using the formula
F a s Z, w a y a w w 1 m X [ 0 , a .  .Ä Ä  . .  /i A iP 1 Der A
i
y b w w 0 [ 1 m Y , a .Ä  . .  /a A a2 Der A
a
 .  .The properties PD1 ] PD5 ensure that F is a null w-derivation; thusÄ
Ä .w, c is a morphism of m.w.a.Ä
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Using the above proof we can state
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let C M W A be a strict category of m.w.a. defined by0 A
a contra¨ariant functor F: C ª M W A . Consider FX: C ª A the forgetful0 A 0
 .  .functor and the corresponding category of algebras. Let F M s A , L ,a a a
 .  .a s 1, 2 be two m.w.a.'s such that M , A and M , A ha¨e the partial1 1 2 2
differential property in the category of algebras defined by FX and denote as
 .  .  .M, A the direct product of these objects. Denote as F M s A, L the
  ..   ..direct product of the objects M , F M and M , F M in the strict1 1 2 2
 .category C M W A . Then M, A, L is the direct product of the objects0 A
 .  . 0M , A , L and M , A , L in the wide category C M W A iff1 1 1 2 2 2 0 A
L s A m L [ A m L . .  .A 1 A 21 2
  ..With the notations from Proposition 5.2, we say that M, F M s
  ..  .M, A, L and M, A, L are equal, as triplets.
PROPOSITION 5.3. The categories of A L S , A L G, and A L admit finite
products.
The proof of Proposition 5.3 is almost the same as that of the first part
w x  .of 2, Proposition 1.10 . Taking into account the isomorphism 9 it follows
COROLLARY 5.1. The categories RT S M W A and RT S M W A 0 admitA A
finite products which are equal, as triplets.
Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 can be extended for strict and wide categories
of p.i.m.s, i.m.'s, and L.p.a.'s; Corollary 5.1 has an analogous extension for
a.L.s.'s, p.a.'s, and L.a.'s:
PROPOSITION 5.4. Substituting in Proposition 5.1 the wide category
C M W A 0 with one of the wide categories C P I M 0, C I M 0, or C L P A 0,0 A 0 A 0 A 0 A
the conclusion is also ¨alid.
Proof. Using the proof of Proposition 5.1 it remains to define only the
bracket on L, using the brackets on L and L . It is, for1 2
X s a m X [ b m Y .  . i A i a A a1 2
ai
and
X X s aX m X X [ bX m Y X g L, .  . j A j b A b1 2
j b
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defined as
X X X X Xw xX , X s a a m X , X q X , a m X L i j A i j j A jL L1 1 1
i , j j
w xy Y , a m X i A iL 1 /
i
X X X X[ a a m Y , Y q X , b m Y a b A a b b A bL L2 2 2
a , b b
w xy Y , b m Y . 12 . a A aL 2 /
a
 .  .  .By a straightforward computation, using PD1 ] PD5 and maps p , w ,1 1
 .p , w and c from the proof of Proposition 5.1, it follows that these2 2
 .maps are morphisms of p.i.m. i.m., L.p.a., respectively .
In a similar way we can state
PROPOSITION 5.5. Substituting in Proposition 5.2 the category M W AA
with one of the categories P I M , I M , or L P A , the conclusion is alsoA A A
¨alid.
COROLLARY 5.2. Substituting in Corollary 5.1 the category M W A withA
one of the categories P I M , I M , and L P A and the category RT S withA A A
one of the categories A L , P A, or L A, respecti¨ ely, the conclusion is also
¨alid.
6. THE PULLBACKS
In this section we study pullbacks of modules and vector bundles with
w x w xdifferentials. This extends the inductor construction of 8 and 2 , from an
inverse image of a Lie algebroid over a smooth map to some pullback
diagrams of modules and vector bundles with differentials. It is proved that
the pullback object constructed are fibred products always in the vector
bundle case and under some supplementary conditions in the module case.
Let
AX , LX ª X X A , L , AY , LY ª Y Y A , L 13 .  .  .  .  .w , c . w , c .
 . X Ybe morphisms in M modules and let w : A ª A be a morphism in AA
 .  . Y Xalgebras as in Section 2 such that w s w (w . Consider the morphism
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of AY-modules obtained from the composition
AY m X LX ª AY m X AX m L ª AY m L .A A A A
aY m X X X ª aY m X aX m X ª aYw aX m X , . A A i A i i A i /
i i
X X. X  X .where c X s  a m X and denote it by 1 m w, c . Consider thei i A i
AX-module
LU s X Y [ aY m X X X g LY [ AY m X LX r .  . i A i A
i
c Y X Y s 1 m w , c X aY m X X X .  .  . .  i A i / 5
i
 .where the direct sum is in the category of A-modules and the canonical
projections
aY : LU ª LY , x : LU ª AY m LX ,A
which induce the morphisms of modules:
AY , LU ª Y AY , LY , AY , LU ª AX , LX . 14 .  .  .  .  .Y i d , a . w , x .A
 .DEFINITION 6.1. Consider two morphisms 13 of modules in M suchA
that there is a morphism w : AX ª AY of algebras in A with wY s w (wX.
 Y U .We say that the module A , L constructed above is the pullback module
of the morphisms, related to w.
 .PROPOSITION 6.1. Let two morphisms 13 be in a category of modules
 Y U .with differentials and consider their pullback A , L in the category of
modules M , related to w : AX ª AY.A
If wX is a surjection, then there is a natural structure of module with
 Y U .  .differential, of the same kind, on A , L such that 14 are morphisms of
modules with differentials.
Proof. First, we prove the assertion in the case when the objects and
 .the morphisms in 13 are in the category M W A .A
LU U  Y .Define r : L ª Der A as
def YU Y Y X Y Y Y X UL L
X Xr X [ a m X s r X , ; X [ a m X g L .  .  .  . i A i i A i /
i i
15 .
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 U LU .  .so L , r is a m.w.a. and the first arrow in 14 is a morphism of m.w.a.
 .To check that the second arrow in 14 is a morphism of m.w.a., we use the
surjectivity of wX:
Consider
X U s X Y [ aY m X X X g LU , c Y X Y s aY m X X X , .  .  . i A i i A i
i i
c X X X s bX m X g AX m L .  .i ia A a A
a
and
tX g AX , tX s wX t , t g A. .
 Y .  Y X.XWe have x X s  a m X andi i A i
X Y X Y YU
Y YUX , w t s X , w t s X , w t .  .  .L L L
s aYw bX wY X , t .  . i ia a L
i , a
Y X X YU X X
Xw xs a w b w X , t s a X , w t . .  i ia a i iL L /
ai i
Y w X X x Xs a w X , t , . i i L
i
 .which proves that w, x is a morphism of m.w.a.
In the case of preinfinitesimal modules, we define the bracket on LU as
Y Y X Y Y X
X XX [ a m X , Y [ b m Y .  . i A i j A j
Ui j L
def Y Y X X X X Y Y X
Y X Xw xs X , Y [ a b m X , Y q X , b m YX Y L i j A i j j A jL L
i , j j
w Y Y x Y X Xy Y , a m X . i A iL /
i
It is easy to check that the bracket is well defined; this means that
Yw Y Y x .   X..Yc X ,Y is the same thing as 1 m w, c to the right side of theL
direct sum above.
It remains to prove the assertions for infinitesimal modules and Lie
pseudoalgebra. To do this we prove a lemma, which improves the condi-
 .tions under morphisms 14 .
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 .LEMMA 6.1. Let two morphisms 14 be in the category P I M , such that
 Y U .there exists the pullback A , L in the module category M and suppose thatA
Y Y YY Y Y YL L L
Yw xYp X , p Y s p X , Y .  .  .L .Der A
for e¨ery X Y, Y Y g LY which are in¨ol¨ ed as components of elements from LU
  Y Y . .in particular it is always true if A , L is an infinitesimal module . Then
 Y U .A , L is an infinitesimal module.
Y Y Y Y .In the same hypothesis as abo¨e, supposing moreo¨er that J X , Y , Z
s 0 for e¨ery X Y, Y Y, ZY g LY which are in¨ol¨ ed as components of elements
U   Y Y . .from L in particular it is always true if A , L is a Lie pseudoalgebra ,
 Y U .then A , L is a Lie pseudoalgebra.
Proof. We can use the following identities, which are valid for mor-
 .phisms 14 of preinfinitesimal modules:
U U UU U U UL L L
Uw xYp X , p Y y p X , Y .  .  .L .Der A
Y Y YY Y Y YL L L
Yw xYs p X , p Y y p X , Y 16 .  .  . .L .Der A
 .with the notations used in the proof of Proposition 6.1 ; taking, moreover,
U Y  Y X . UXZ s Z [  c m Z g L , we havek k A k
JU X U , Y U , ZU s J X Y , Y Y , ZY [ aY bYcY m X J X X X , Y X , ZX . .  .  .  . i j k A i j k
i , j , k
 .DEFINITION 6.2. For two morphisms 13 in a category of modules with
differentials with wX a surjection, we call the structure of modules with
differentials induced by Proposition 6.1 on the pullback module related to
w : A ª AX the pullback of modules with differentials related to w.
From Proposition 6.1 we can state:
 .COROLLARY 6.1. Let two morphisms 13 be in a category of modules
with differentials. Then their pullback related to w : A ª AX exists in that
category iff it exists in the category M W A .A
We make now a Lie pseudoalgebra construction which corresponds to
w x w xthe Lie algebroid pullback construction from 8 and 2 . Our construction
works as well for prealgebroids.
 .Consider the full category Der A of L P A which has as objects
  .. A, Der A with A an algebra from A. Analogously, a full subcategory
 X. Xof L P A, denoted as Der A can be associated with a subcategory A of
.A. Unfortunately, this is not a functorial association, since there is no Lie
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 X.  .pseudoalgebra morphism from Der A in Der A to correspond to an
X  .algebra morphism w : A ª A . Let A, L be a Lie pseudoalgebra and
 X  X..   ..  .  .UA , Der A ª A, Der A be a morphism in Der A . Then A, Lw , w .
  ..  L .Lª A, Der A where r is the anchor of L is a morphism of Lie i d , r .A
pseudoalgebras. From Proposition 6.1 it follows that there exists the Lie
 Y U .pseudoalgebra pullback A , L .
Let us return to the general case. It is routine to prove the following
PROPOSITION 6.2. If the diagram
Y Y .w , c1 1Y Y X X6A , L . A , L .1
6
17 .
Y
Y .id , c X XA 0  .w , c
Y Y6  .w , cY Y 6 A , LA , L  . .
 .is commutati¨ e in the category P I M and the morphisms 13 ha¨e a
 Y Y .pullback, then there is a unique morphism of p.i.m.'s A , L ª Y1  i d , c .A
 Y U .A , L that makes commutati¨ e the diagrams
Y YA , L .1
6 66
Y Y Y
Y .  .id , c w , cA 0 1 1
Y .id , cA
 .  .id , a0 w , xA06
6
A0 , L0 A0 , L* A9, L9 .  .  .
in the category P I M.
THEOREM 6.1. In a category of modules with differentials, if there exist the
fibred product and the pullback related to a w : AX ª AY of two morphisms
 . Y13 and the fibred product is an A -module, then the fibred product and the
pullback are isomorphic.
Proof. Using Proposition 6.2 and the universal property of fibred
product, the assertion follows.
It is obvious that in every wide category of differential modules the
pullback of two morphisms
 X X X.  Y Y Y.f , w , c f , w , cX X X Y Y Y6 6M , A , L M , A , L , M , A , L M , A , L .  .  .  .
18 .
 .. X  X. Y  Y .can be defined, where A s F M , A s F M , A s F M , and
F: C ª A, provided that there exists w and wX is a surjection. This0
 Y  Y U ..pullback is M , A , L . In a strict category of differential modules
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 .defined by a functor F, the pullback of two morphisms of the form 18 as
 .  ..  X X.  X .  Y Y .  Y .triplets, where A, L s F M , A , L s F M , and A , L s F M ,
U  U .can be defined only if there is an object M of C such that F M s0
 Y U . X Y  X.  Y .YA , L and the morphisms g and g in C such that F g s id , a ,0 A
 Y .  .F g s w, x .
We study now the case in which the pullback is defined for categories of
 .vector bundles with differentials RT S , A L , P A , L A . This is inspired
w xby 2 , where the Pradines inductor for Lie algebroids is studied, working
 . X  X X X . Yas well for prealgebroids. Let j s E, p, B , j s E , p , B , and j s
 Y Y Y . Y X X Y YE , p , B be vector bundles, w : B ª B , w : B ª B, and w : B ª BÄ Ä Ä
Y X ÄX X Xbe smooth maps such that w s w (w ; let c : E ª E be a w -morphismÄ Ä Ä Ä
ÄX Y Y X X Xand c : E ª E be a w -morphism of vector bundles we write j ª jÄ w , c .
Y .Y Yand j ª j . Consider the setw , c .
U X Y X Y ÄX X ÄY YE s e , e g E = E : c e s c e .  .  . 4
and let bY : EU ª EX and x : EU ª EY be the canonical projections.
DEFINITION 6.3. We say that the diagram
 .w , xÄ XU 6j j
6
19 .
Y X XY . Äid , b  .w , cÄB
Y Y
6 Ä .w , cÄY 6 jj
is a ¨ector bundle pullback induction provided that j U is a vector bundle
pullback and wX is an injective immersion; i.e.,Ä
 . U  U U Y . U YPB1 j s E , p , B , where p s p ( x is a vector bundle;
 . X YPB2 r is an injective immersion and b is a morphism of vectorÄ
bundles over BY ;
 . U U U XPB3 x is a w-morphism of vector bundles; denote by x : j ª w jÄ
the morphism of vector bundles over BY induced by x .
 .The diagram 19 will be used in the category of vector bundles with
w xdifferentials and in this case it extends the Pradines inductor 2
xY 6A A
6
20 .
X aa
6 t fY 6 TBTB
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 w x. Y Ywhere A, a, ?, ? is a Lie algebroid, f : B ª B is a smooth map, and A
w xis required to be a vector bundle pullback. As in 2 it is necessary to think
of j U also as a pullback
xU XU U6j w jÄ
6
Y
X XUb Ä .  .w cÄ
Y U
6 Ä .c UYY 6 w jj  .Ä
of vector bundles over BY and thus the sections of j U have the form
Y Y  Y .  U X.X [ C, where X g G j and C g G w j so thatÄ
UY Y X XÄ Äc X s w c C . 21 .  .  .Ä .  .
w xTaking into account the arguments and the notations used in 2 we have
C s uY X X (w .Ä i i
i
or
C s uY m X X X i F B . i
i
Y  Y . X  X.for u g F B , X g G j . We can transcribe these relations using thei i
Ä .  .functor F : V B ª M defined in Example 2.1: Denote w, c s F w, c ,Ä0 A 0
X X X ÄX Y Y Y ÄY .  .  .  .w , c s F w , c , w , c s F w , c . With the notations used be-Ä Ä0 0
 .fore in this section, the relation 21 becomes
c Y X Y s 1 m w , c X uY m X X X .  . .  i F B . i /
i
or
c Y X Y s uYw ¨ X m X , .  . i ia F B . a
i , a
X X . Xwhere c X s  ¨ m X . In the sequel we consider the vectori a ia F B . a
bundles with differentials.
THEOREM 6.2. Let j , j X, and j Y be ¨ector bundles with differentials
 .  X X .  Y Y .of the same kind j , a , j , a , j , a for ¨ .b.w .a. or
 .  X X X.  Y Y Y . .j , a, L , j , a , L , j , a , L for a.L.s., p.a., and L.a. and suppose that
 .diagram 19 is a ¨ector bundle pullback induction and the morphisms
X ÄX Y ÄY .  .w , c and w , c are of ¨ector bundles with differentials. Then there is aÄ Ä
U  U U .canonical structure of ¨ector bundles with differentials on j j , a for
 U U U . .¨ .b.w.a. or j , a , L for a.L.s., p.a., and L.a. such that the morphisms
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 .in diagram 19 are of ¨ector bundles with differentials, and this structure on
j U is a fibred product in the category of ¨ector bundles with differentials
 .considered RT S , A L , P A, or L A, respecti¨ ely .
Y Y U U  U Y .Y YProof. For b g B , a vector X g E from the fibre of E in b canb b
U Y X Y Y X X X X X X.Y Xbe written as X s X [ X , where X g E , X g E , b g B , w b sÄb b
Y Y ÄY U Y X U ÄX X Ä ÄY Y ÄX X .  .  .  .  . .  .  .w b and c X s w c X . Thus a(c a(c X s a(c XÄ Ä
Y Y Y .and using the properties of v.b.w.a. morphisms it follows that tw ( a XÄ
X X X. Y X Y Y .s tw ( a X ; but w s w (w and w is an immersion, thus tw ( a XÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
X X . U U U  U . Y Y .s a X or, defining an anchor a on E as a X s a X , we have
U  U . X  U .  .tw ( a X s a ( x X . The commutativity of diagram 19 follows inÄ
the category RT S . In the case of the categories A L , P A, and L A we
 U .can define the Lie map of two sections in G j as
LU X Y [ uY m X X X , Y Y [ ¨Y m X Y X .  . i F B . i j F B . j /
i j
def Y Y Ys L X , Y .
uY ¨Y m X L X , Y q aY X Y ¨Y m X Y Y .  . .  . . i j F B . i j j F B . j
i , j j
[ .
Y Y Y Y
Xy a Y u m X .  . . i F B . i 0
i
It is well defined, as can be seen using the same arguments as for Lie
w xalgebroids in 2 . In the case of prealgebroids and Lie algebroids we can
use the following identities valid for an a.L.s.:
For
U s X Y [ uY m X X X , V s Y Y [ ¨Y m X Y X .  . i F B . i j F B . j
i j
W s ZY [ wY m X ZX g G u U 22 .  . . k F B . k
k
we have
U U U Ua U , a V y a L U, V .  .  . .
YY Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y YEs a X , a Y y a L X , Y s D X , Y .  .  .  . .  .
J U U, V , W s J Y X Y , Y Y , ZY [ uY ¨Y wY m X J X X X , Y X , ZX . .  .  . . i j k F B . i j k
i , j , k
It remains to show the property concerning the fibred product. For this
 . take a vector bundle j s E , p , M with a differential structure v.b.w.a.,1 1 1 1
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.a.L.s., p.a., or L.a. and a commutative diagram
X ÄX .w , cÄ1 1 6
j j 91
6
Y YÄ Ä .  .w , c w 9 , c 9Ä Ä1 1
6 Ä .w 0 , c 0Ä 6
jj 0
with morphisms in the differential category considered. It is easy to
Ä .construct a vector bundle morphism w , c which is as well a morphismÄ0 0
in that differential category and makes the diagram
j 1
66
Y YÄ . X Xw , cÄ1 1 Ä .w , cÄ1 1Ä .w cÄ0 0
6 .  .id , b0 w 9 , jÄM0 66 Xj *j 0 j
commutative in the differential category considered.
The fact that the pullback is a fibred product is a universal property that
w x w xextends 2, Proposition 1.8 . We notice that the inductor defined in 2 is
w xgood for prealgebroids and 2, Proposition 1.8 holds without any modifica-
tion. From the proof of Theorem 6.2 we can state
COROLLARY 6.2. Consider some a.L.s.'s as in Theorem 6.2
 . Y Y Y .1. Suppose that for e¨ery U and V as in 22 we ha¨e D X , Y s 0.
 U U U .Then a prealgebroid structure j , D , L is induced.
 . Y Y Y .2. Suppose that for e¨ery U, V, W as in 22 we ha¨e D X , Y s 0,
 Y Y Y .  Y Y Y X X X X ..XJ X , Y , Z s 0 and  u ¨ w m J X , Y , Z s 0. Then a Liei, j, k i j k F B . i j k
 U U U .algebroid structure j , D , L is induced.
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